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Tonight, we transition from considering the seven letters to the seven churches of Asia Minor, and move into the next 
division of the Revelation - and this division, or portion of the book - contains a series of visions - and the visions 
occupy themselves with events which would take place shortly after the time the letter was written to the churches. 
And as far as major divisions are concerned, Revelation and Daniel are similar. 

In Daniel, you may recall, the opening chapters of the book dealt with events that took place historically (chs. 1-6) and 
these historic chapters were followed by six chapters (chs. 7-12) where Daniel recorded visions and dreams he had, 
which concerned the future for his people, Israel (and particularly the Israel of faith - the Israel of God), as well as the 
future development of the evil world power and God’s victory over this evil world power  - and the time frame of the 
events which the visions revealed ran from Daniel’s time all the way up to the time of Christ and the destruction of 
Jerusalem. 

Revelation follows a similar pattern, though the way book unfolds isn’t exactly parallel. In the Revelation we have an 
introduction and after John’s introduction (1: 1-8), the opening chapters also deal with events that took place in seven 
historic churches (1: 9 to 3: 22). Because the seven churches were historic churches, we say those chapters dealt 
with real, historic events (as the opening chapters of Daniels prophecy did), but in Daniel the historic portion covered 
six chapters as opposed to two and a half chapters in the Revelation. Despite the seven churches being historic 
however, we saw how they also represented all churches at all times. 

Chapters one to three are followed by a series of visions, which have as their theme the continued development of 
the evil world empire in conjunction with the people of God, the church; and these visions, like this in Daniel, also 
reveal the ultimate defeat of the evil world power as well as the final victory of God - and this is also shown in a 
specific time frame. Thus, Revelation and Daniel are similar in structure and in the message they convey. Question is, 
what time frame does the Revelation refer to? AND, a question related to this first question is, are the visions 
chronological of are they parallel? 

Answering these questions is very important, because how we answer these questions will determine what we 
understand the Revelation to be about - and so what I want to do tonight before we jump feet first into the visions 
section of the book, is answer these two questions. Let’s try and answer those questions. The first question is:

I. What time frame does the Revelation refer to? We know the seven churches addressed by Jesus in chapters 
two and three existed during the late first century - that was the time frame the letters were written in - but what of the 
rest of the book? 

Over the course of time, anyone who has attempted to understand the message of the Revelation has answered the 
question of the timing of the Revelation in connection with their interpretive method - and all interpreters fall into one 
of four camps when it comes to understanding this book. Interpretive method, then, determines how the Revelation is 
seen, in relation to time. Here is what I mean. One interpretive method is that of:

A) The Preterist: The word ‘preterist’ refers to the past; and so a Preterist sees the Revelation as already fulfilled in 
the past. The preterist believes  that Revelation is a prophecy about the destruction and fall of Jerusalem - which took 
place in 70 A.D. Thus, everything in the Revelation has already happened. According to this view:
 
     1) Babylon represents rebellious Israel, which persecutes the church, or to the Roman Empire. If Babylon is Israel, 
the prophecies were fulfilled in 70 A.D. but if they refer to pagan Rome, the prophecies were fulfilled in the fifth 
century when the empire was destroyed;

     2) As I have said before, I say again, there are two problems with this view. First, if this is true, then the book 
becomes irrelevant for the church through most of the age and is therefore focused on the historic past and not on 
the prophetic future; and second, the Preterist view requires the Revelation to have been written prior to 70 A.D, but 
the evidence points to a late date of writing - the mid ’90’s.

If a person is a preterist, what is the time frame in focus for the Revelation? The PAST.

II. The Historicist View: A second interpretive approach is the Historicist View. This understanding of the Revelation 
sees the seals, the trumpets and the bowls of chapters 6 to 16 as reflecting the successive ages of the church.
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According to this understanding, the symbolism of the Revelation refers to a series of specific historic events - such 
as Rome’s collapse, or the Papacy and the RCC’s corruption, or the Reformation, or the rise of the modern age along 
with WW1 and WW2. For those who holds this understanding, Christ’s return is always imminent - that is, it can take 
place at any moment. Now, there is noting wrong with seeing Christ’s return as potentially happening at any moment. 
But, the view does with a couple of major problems. 

First, this is an understanding of Revelation that centers with the Western church and the events of western Europe - 
which eliminates the possibility of a world wide focus for Revelation and also makes the book irrelevant to Christians 
living outside the west; and second, those understanding the book from this perspective are faced with making the 
book fit the realities of one’s own age; and that age is always seen as being the last age before the return of Christ; 
and as G.K. Beale points out, this means each historicist interpreter sees the book differently, based on what century 
the interpreter lived in. This view, to put it another way, turns the Revelation into a puzzle to be solved, as the 
interpreter tries to make the symbols fit his or her contemporary reality. And these are great weaknesses.

If a person is an historicist, what time frame is in focus for the Revelation? The time that is PRESENT to the 
interpreter.

III. The Futurist View: A third approach to understanding the Revelation is to see the entire book, from chapter 4 to 
chapter 21 as explaining future events. And specifically, these future events are those events that will take place in 
relation to the second coming of Jesus Christ. There are two variations of this understanding:

     1) Classic Dispensationalism sees these visions as referring to a seven year period at the end of time and 
during these seven years, all the events of Revelation 4 to 19 take place - either during or right at the end of the 
seven years. This approach sees the visions very literally; and the also sees the visions as being in chronological 
order once they begin to take place. So a Futurist of this camp will understand the seven seals, the seven trumpets 
and the seven bowls as referring to 21 separate judgements by God on the evil world empire that will come, one ofter 
the other, over a seven year period at the end of time - and to be honest, there will most likely be 28 separate 
judgements, all in a row, because in chapter 10, John also writes of seven thunders - but he was forbidden to write 
what the seven thunders were about - so we have seven thunders which are complete mysteries. 

In this scheme, the order of events, once the visions are being fulfilled, will be 1) the church is raptured and is in 
heaven; 2) the seven year tribulation begins; 3) anti-christ arises and reigns; the nations gather together to war on 
Israel and Jerusalem; Christ returns and defeats the world empire; Satan is bound; Christ rules for 1,000 years; Satan 
is released and incites one final rebellion;  Christ defeats him again; after this, there is a New Heaven and Earth and 
those who belong to Christ enter the eternal state;

     2) Progressive Dispensationalism is a second variation of this same view and follows a similar scheme - but the 
progressive dispensationalist adopts an approach that is a bit looser. For example, sone deny that there will be a 
rapture before the tribulation and that the church will pass through the tribulation; and others would see the church as 
the Israel of God. Still others see Revelation 4:1 to 8:1 as covering the period from Christ’s resurrection up to the end 
of history. 

A big problem with this approach is that some interpreters try and see modern events as lining up with the prophecies 
of Revelation, thus signaling that the rapture is soon to come and the tribulation is soon to begin - so as historical 
events change so do the interpretations. For example:

          a) As the twentieth century passed and the twenty first century opened, various individuals - such as Hitler, JF 
Kennedy, Saddam Hussein, Barak Obama, various popes or other political figures have been suspected of being the 
anti-christ; but all these people passed off the scene and the rapture and rise of anti-christ didn’t take place as 
expected;  

          b) Also, specific events or alliances have been identified as signaling the soon coming rapture and the start of 
the tribulation period - such as WW2, the birth of national Israel, the rise of the EU, raw first Gulf War, Y2K, Saddam 
Hussein’s alleged rebuilding of Babylon, and now, Russia’s presence in the ME; and as yet, the rapture hasn’t taken 
place. Further, some of these people or alliances have passed or have failed. WW2 came and went. The EU may or 
may not continue. Saddam Hussein is dead and Babylon was never rebuilt, and so forth.  
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Another problem with this understanding of Revelation, as I have said in the past, is that it makes the book of 
Revelation irrelevant to the whole church, from the first century until 1948 because according to this view Revelation 
deals with the last years of earth’s life and is primarily for Israel. What is so significant about 1948? In 1948 the UN 
recognized Israel as a nation once again - and for Dispensational futurism to work, there has to be a national Israel; 
and this means Revelation was irrelevant to the church for most of the churches life.

If a person is a futurist, what time frame is in focus in the book of Revelation? The FUTURE.

IV. The Redemptive-Historical (or Eclectic Redemptive Historical) View: A fourth approach to understanding the 
Revelation and the visions of the Revelation is to see the whole book as showing symbolically the battle between 
good and evil - between the evil world power and the kingdom of Christ - and Christ’s ultimate and final victory over 
the evil world power. In this view, the seals, trumpets, and bowls reveal the events of human history in every age in 
relation to Christ’s kingdom and the people of God; and the book gives encouragement to believers and to the church 
to remain faithful through suffering - until Christ wins the final victory. 

According to this understanding, the war between evil and the evil world power and Christ is revealed to every 
generation of the church. And this battle will come to a climax toward the end of history, with the rise of anti-christ, a 
great time of tribulation, and the ultimate a final return of Christ, at which time all who are Christ’s will live and reign 
with him forever. 

There is one modification of this view- called the Eclectic Redemptive-Historic View - eclectic because aspects of all 
perspectives are incorporated, and redemptive-historic because the battle between the evil world power and Christ 
and God’s kingdom are played out on the stage of history.

If a person is Redemptive-Historical, what time frame is in focus in the book of Revelation? The present age as a 
whole, beginning with the establishment of the church (c. 33 A.D.) and closing with the return of Christ and final 
victory! 

All interpreters fall into one of these four camps. Which is most likely the right understanding of the book of 
Revelation? It depends on two factors. First, if the visions are to be taken in a hard literal sort of way and second, if 
the visions present events in a chronological order, then the futurist’s have the strongest position. 

BUT, if the visions are symbolic and if they are not chronological but are, rather, parallel visions, showing, like the 
visions in the book of Daniel the same events from different perspectives, then the Redemptive-Historicists have 
strongest position. AND, I’m convinced that the visions are not in chronological order, but are parallel accounts of the 
dame events; and I’m also convinced that Revelation is highly symbolic and should be taken that way, because that is 
the nature of apocalyptic literature. And I am convinced that the nature of these visions bears this out clearly. Let me 
show you what I mean:

As we examine each series of judgements - the seals. the trumpets and the bowls - each closes with a picture - and a 
depiction of salvation. This may be seen by comparing 6:12-17 and 7:9-17; 11:18a and 11:18b; 14:14-20 and 15:2-4; 
16:17-18:24; ands 19:1-10; 20:7-15 and 211 - 22:5.

A more detailed description of the comments by G.K. Beale are quite helpful. Beale observes: 

1) 6: 12-17:

“The first scene of judgement occurs in 6:12-17 after the breaking of the sixth seal. This speaks of the destruction of 
the earth and heavens and of the great day of the wrath of the Lamb. It is hard to imagine how this could refer to 
anything other than the final judgement, or how any other judgement could possibly come after it. This means that the 
events of tribulation portrayed in the trumpets (beginning in 8:2) must go back before the time of the very final 
judgement depicted in 6:12-17”1

 Beale, G.K., Revelation: A Shorter Commentary, pg. 22-231
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2) 11:14-18:

“As clear a statement as possible of final judgement comes in 11:14-18 after the sounding of the seventh trumpet, 
where the kingdom of this world is said to become the kingdom of God and of Christ, where the dead have been 

judged and the saint have received their reward. Note also that 20:12. . .repeats the same words as 11:18 regarding 
the judgement of small and great. Again. . .this means that the depiction of the events of tribulation in chs. 12-13 must 
go back to before the time of the last judgement pictured in 11: 14-18. These same verses describe the content of the 
seventh trumpet as expressing the last judgement, which contradicts claims of some futurists that the seventh 
trumpet has no content in itself and must therefore have everything recorded in the subsequent chapters as its 
content. Once we understand the content of the seventh trumpet to be the final judgement, the entire scheme of 
futurism collapses.”   2

3) 14: 14-20; 16: 17-21: 

“The description of final punishment of the lost is just as clear and final in 14: 14-20 (the final harvest) and in 16: 
17-21 (the seventh bowl) as in what many futurists typically seem to take to be the only mention of final judgement, 
the one mentioned in 20: 11-15” (emphasis mine).3

4) 16: 17 -21; 20:7-10: 

“The earthquake spoken of in 6: 12-17 (the sixth seal) seems identical to that of 16: 17-21 (the seventh bowl): both 
speak of a great earthquake after which the mountains and islands cannot be found. In 6: 14,16 the splitting apart of 
the sky and disappearance of the islands and mountains are traced back to the presence of the One who sits on the 
throne of heaven, whereas in 20: 7-10 earth and heaven flee away and are no longer found again because of the 
presence of the One who sits on the throne. This demonstrates again that 6: 12-17 portrays last, definitive judgement, 
so that the trials that follow in the trumpet and bowl plagues must go back in time before that final judgement”.    4

5) 8:5; 11:19; 16:18: 

“The same language of God’s judgement through thunders and sounds and flashes of lightening as recorded in 
Exodus 19:16 is used in Rev. 8:5 (the conclusion of the seven seals); 11:19 (the conclusion of the seven trumpets); 
and 16:18 (the conclusion of the seven bowls).Each of these texts in Revelation also mentions in context the 
heavenly temple or altar. Each text thus narrates the last judgement, so that the latter two recapitulate the first”.  5

6) 6:12-17; 9:13-11:13; 16:12-16:

“The situation of believers and unbelievers during the time immediately preceding the final judgement is described in 
very similar terms in 6: 12-17 (the sixth seal); 9:13-11:13 (the sixth trumpet; and 16:12-16 (the sixth bowl)”.   The 6

point is that each of these sequences speak of the same event.

 Ibid. pg. 232

 Ibid. pg 233

 Ibid. pg. 234

 Ibid. pg. 23-245

 Ibid. pg. 246
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7) 16:17 and 21:6:

The phrase “It is done” in 16:17 and 21:6 appears in both instances to refer to the completion of the same final 
judgement. On both occasions the words come from the throne of heaven”.7

8) 16:14; 19:19; 20:8:

“The phrase “gather together for war” in 16:14; 19:19; 20:8 indicates that the same (final consummation) battle is 
being described three times”.8

What G.K. Beale and many others conclude from this pattern (and I am in agreement with them) is that the visions 
are not chronological, but are rather parallel - with each separate vision showing the same series of events but from 
different perspectives. Interestingly, that was exactly what we had in the book of Daniel. In Daniel, we have a series of 
dreams and visions from chapter seven to twelve - and as we examine those dreams and visions, there is an internal 
consistency, where the dreams and visions are clearly communicating the same messages in different forms and 
from different perspectives.  

We will be moving through the Revelation from this fourth perspective - because I am convinced it is the one view 
that most fits the text and which has the least problems. And as we move through the remainder of the book, I hope 
you will be able to see, over and over and over again, why this is the view I hold. Hopefully, the text will speak for 
itself on the matter. 

And so, back to our opening questions: 

What time frame does the Revelation refer to? AND, are the visions chronological or are they parallel?

The time in focus in the book of Revelation is upon the whole of the church age, with special detail given to 
the actual return of Christ at the end of the age; and the visions are parallel and not chronological. The 
visions show the same series of events - only from different perspectives. As we move through the book, we 
will see how important it is to grasp this for a proper understanding of Christ’s message to the churches.

In closing, let me leave you with a teaser. Look with me at Revelation 4: 1. ESV has this verse translated:

After this I looked, and behold, a door standing open in heaven. And the first voice, which I had heard 
speaking to me like a trumpet, said, “Come up here, and I will show you what must take place after this”. 

What is the door? What does that refer to? Is it referring to the rapture? Is it referring to an open portal into heaven? 
Is it Christ Himself? 

Pray over it, think on it, and decide what you think. Next week, we will jump in to chapter four - and I’ll start with this 
verse and this question - and we will see together, some wonderful things from God’s Word. 

 Ibid. pg. 247

 Ibid. pg. 248


